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1. Introduction. In this paper, we employ energy inequality methods to

investigate properties of certain finite difference approximations to mixed

initial-boundary value problems for second order quasi-linear hyperbolic

equations of the form

d2u d2u / du   du\

We shall consider finite difference approximations to equation (1.1) using as

principal part the implicit finite difference operator L defined by

(1.2) U>(x, t) m <b-n(x, l) - a(x, t)<pxi(x, t)

where the barred subscripts denote backward difference quotients and the

unbarred subscripts denote forward difference quotients.

The fundamental problem concerning such finite difference approxima-

tions to (1.1) is to show that their solutions tend with diminishing mesh size

to the solution of (1.1). Actually, it is sufficient to prove that the difference

equations are stable since the convergence of a finite difference scheme can

be derived from its stability(2) in a way which, by now, has become standard

(e.g. see Douglas [2], F. John [6] and Lax and Richtmyer [7]).

The stability of the difference schemes considered in this paper are de-

duced from an energy inequality satisfied by the difference operator L. This

energy inequality is a discrete analogue of the well-known energy inequality

of Friedrichs and Lewy [5 ] for second order hyperbolic equations. The energy

inequality for L states that any function <p together with its first order differ-

ence quotients can be estimated in the mean square along time lines in terms

of Ld>. It is the fact that the first difference quotients of <p can be estimated

in terms of L<p that enables us to treat difference approximations to differen-

tial equations which have nonconstant coefficients. It also enables us to treat

certain quasi-linear equations.
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(2) One also needs to show that the difference approximation is consistent with the differ-

ential equation (e.g. see [6; 7]).
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Energy methods have been employed previously to deduce the stability

of two explicit difference approximations to initial value problems for hyper-

bolic equations by Courant, Friedrichs and Lewy [l] and Friedrichs [4],

The former authors derived a stability condition for an explicit difference

approximation to linear second order hyperbolic equations. Friedrichs gave

a procedure for the construction of a stable explicit difference scheme for

symmetric hyperbolic systems. These explicit difference schemes are condi-

tionally stable, i.e. for stability, the mesh ratio must not exceed a certain

bound which depends on the position of the characteristics of the differential

equation relative to the mesh of the underlying lattice. The difference schemes

considered in this paper are unconditionally stable, i.e., there is no restriction

on the size of the mesh ratio. This is to be expected with implicit difference

schemes.

Douglas [2] and Lax and Richtmyer [7] have established conditions for

the stability of a wide class of difference approximations to hyperbolic equa-

tions amenable to Fourier Analysis or separation of variables technique.

Their results do not apply to equations of the form (1.1).

In the final section of this paper, we consider semi-discrete approximations

to the equation (1.1), i.e., difference approximations in which only the deriva-

tives with respect to x are replaced by difference quotients. In addition to

establishing the stability and convergence of such semi-discrete approxima-

tion schemes, we show that in many interesting cases it is possible to derive

an explicit error estimate. Semi-discrete approximations of this type have been

investigated by Douglas [3 ] for parabolic equations.

2. Preliminaries. Let fi denote the rectangular region 0<x<l, 0<t^k,

and let ii denote its closure. The set B = fi — fi is called the boundary of fi.

We decomposes into the three segments B° (Q^x£l,t = 0),B1 (x = 0,0 <t^t0)

and .B2 (x = 1, 0 <t ^ 10). Note that B is not the set-theoretical boundary of fi.

Let M and N be positive integers, and denote by D a lattice with mesh

(h, k) fitted over fi, i.e., D consists of the points of intersection of the co-

ordinate lines

x = nh,        n = 0,1, ■ • ■ , N,

t = mk,       m = 0, 1, • • • , M,

where h = N~x and k = toM~1. The quantity \ = kh~x is called the mesh ratio

of D. The mth row of the lattice D is defined to be the set

R(mk) = \ (x, t) I (x, t) G D and t = mk}.

Put

Ro(mk) = R(mk) - {(x, t) \ (x, t) C= D, x 9* 0 and x 9^ 1}.

The interior of D is the set D defined as follows:
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M

D = U Ro(mk).
m—S

Let dD = D-D and 3iD=BiC\dD, (i = 0, 1, 2).
For functions 0(x, f) defined on the lattice we employ the following nota-

tion for their forward and backward difference quotients.

*,(*, 0 = h-^x +h,t) - <p(x, t)],

<px(x, t) = h~x[4>(x, t) — <p(x — h, t)] = <pz(x — h, I),

<pt(x, t) = &"1 [<*>(*, t + k) - <p(x, t)],

4>-t(x, t) — kr1 [<p(x, I) — <p(x, t — k)] = <pt(x, I — k).

Difference quotients of order higher than the first are formed by repeated

application of the above formulas, for example,

<t>zx(x, I) = [<px(x, t)]t = [<pt(x, t)]x

= hr*[<p(x + h,t) - 2<b(x, t) + <t>(x - h, l)],

<pnix, i) = [<Ptix, t)]j

= £-2[<K», 0 - H^x, t - k) + <pix, t - 2k)].

We shall not use subscripts to denote partial derivatives so that no confusion

between partial derivatives and partial difference quotients can arise.

We introduce a hyperbolic differential operator M defined as follows:

d2u d2u
(2.1) Mu = --aix,t)-,

where aix, t) satisfies the following two conditions. There exist constants

Pi ii = 0, 1, 2) such that

(2.2) 0 < mi ^ aix, t) ^ U2 ix, t) E 0,

(2.3) | aix, t) - aix', t')\   ^u[\x-x'\   +  \t-f\],(x, t), ix', t') E SL

As an approximation to M we take the implicit finite difference operator

L defined by

(2.4) L<t>ix, l) = (bnix, I) — aix, /)0**(a;, t).

L is called an implicit finite difference operator for the following reason:

in the equation Ld> = 0 in D the values of <j> on Roimk) are defined implicitly

in terms of its values on P0[(m— l)k], R0[im — 2)k] and Rimk)C\dD. Thus,

if <p is prescribed on 3D, the solution of the equation L<p = 0 in D requires the

inversion of M — 2 systems of N— 1 algebraic equations in N— 1 unknowns. It

is readily verified that the matrix of each of these systems is of the tri-

diagonal type; a matrix A = (afj) is tri-diagonal if a,y = 0 for \i— j\ >1. It

follows from (2.2) that the matrices associated with the operator L have
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dominant main diagonal, and according to a theorem of Taussky [8] are non-

singular. Hence, for arbitrary qb on dD, the equation Lob = p has a unique solu-

tion <p on D lor any p defined on D.

It is readily verified by Taylor's theorem that the difference operator L

is consistent [6; 7] with the differential operator M, i.e., for any twice con-

tinuously differentiable function u on fi, we have

(2.5) | Lu - Mu |  -> 0       as h, k -> 0

at each point of fi.

3. The energy inequality. If u is any twice continuously differentiable

function defined on fi which vanishes along x = 0 and x=l, then the energy

inequality of Friedrichs and Lewy [5] spates that there exists a constant C

depending only on pt (i = 0, 1, 2) and T such that

r1, | rl\du 12 r^du 12
I     I u(x, f) ydx +  I     — (x, t)\dx +  \     — (x, t)\ dx

Jo J o  \ dx I J o  I dt
(3.1)

^c     I      — (*,0) \ dx +  \    \ — (x,0)\dx+\     j    |Afw|2<7^L
LV o  Id* J o   \dt I J o J o J

In this section, we prove that the difference operator L satisfies an analogous

inequality.

Before proving the energy inequality for L, we give two lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let w(i) and p(t) be non-negative functions defined on the discrete

set A= \2k, 3k, ■ • ■ , Mk}, (k>0). If C^O, p(t) is nondecreasing and

t-k

(3.2) u(t) ^p(t) + Ck Z">(*)
1-2*

then

u(t) ^ P(t) exp [C(t - 2k)].

Proof. Let h he an arbitrary point of A; ti9£2k. Yet n(t) be that function

on A defined by the formula

w(0 = vii) exp [C(l - 2k)],

and set

77(12) =    max   t](t).

Then by (3.2)

t2—k

n(li) exp [C(Z2 - 2k)} g P(h) + Ckv(ti) E exp [C(s - 2k)].
»=2A

Comparing areas, we see that
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k X) exp [C(s - 2k)] g  I     exp [C(s - 2k)]ds.
«=2* J 2*

Hence, since p is nondecreasing

v(l2) exp [C(h - 2*)] g p(^i) + *K/2)[exp [C(h - 2k)] - lj.

Therefore, n(tf) ^p(ti). It follows that

u(ti) = v(ti) exp [C(/i - 2*)] g p(h) exp [C(/i - 2*)].

Since h was chosen arbitrarily from A, the lemma is proved.

It is necessary that the upper limit on the sum in (3.2) be retarded. In

fact, if p(t) = const. = Co and

w(0 = Co + ck J3 uis)
i-ik

then

u(t) = c0(l - ck)-"*

which alternates in sign unless ck<l.

The next lemma gives a finite difference analogue of two differential

identities used in the proof of the energy inequality (3.1).

Lemma 2. Let d>(x, t) and a(x, t) be functions defined on D. Then at each

point (x, f)(E.D we have

(3.3) Ui = —[p% + — Ph

r i a r  i        ak   i
(3.4) Pta<t>Xx = [<t>ta<px]x ~ ax<pxpt-— [Pt]t- Pit,

where a(x, t) =a(x — h, t).

Proof.

k[d>2(x, t)]] = d>2(x, t) - d>2(x, t - k)

= <p2(x, t) - <p(x, t)p(x, t - k) + <p(x, t)d>(x, t - k) - <b2(x, t-k).

Hence,

[<p2(x, t)]j = 2<b(x, t)4n(x, t) - kpu

which proves (3.3).

Using the difference product rule

[v(x)Z(x)]x = 9(*)£c(s) + £(* - h)Vi(x)

we obtain
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<bja<bxx = [<j>iaq>x]x — [faa]^

= [(j>ja4>x]x — ai<t>i<bx — a<pix<px.

The identity (3.4) now follows by replacing

a<t>i£<t>£

by

a     2        kd   2

using the identity (3.3).

For any function <p defined on D we introduce norms ||</>||o,t, *||0||<u and

\\<p\\i,t as follows:

11*11*0.1 = * E I *(»*» 0 I2 = * Z *2> (*(«*) = *«(»*) W (1, mk)),
n-l B(i)

*N|o.( = A  Z 4>\
R-'t)

11*11?.. = lk!lM + ||*x||o>( + ll*i!!o.<.
Theorem 1 (Energy Inequality). Suppose that <p(x, t) is a function de-

fined on the lattice D which vanishes on d1D and d2D. Then there exists a constant

Co depending only on pn (i = 0, 1, 2) and t0 such that for all sufficiently small k

(3-5) ||*||I., g c0\e(4>) + k£ \m\U\
L s=.2k J

where

E(<P) = 4Z[fe + *!].
ROsI

Proof. Let D = DKJ[d2D-(l, k)]. At each point of D we have

<P~tL<p = <pj<pn ~ ad>i4>xi

since * vanishes on d2D. Using the identities of Lemma 2, we obtain the

identity

1      i
4>jL<b = — [<pj]i — [a<bj<bx]x + ax<j>id>x

1        r    2-. k 2 2
+ — a[<px]i+ — (*<j + a**?)-

The last term on the right is non-negative since a^jui in Q. Hence,
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1        2 1 2
(3.6) <piLd> ̂ — [<bi]j — [ad>t<t>x]i + axd>xd>j + — a[<px]j

Multiplying (3.6) by hk and summing over all lattice points of D, we obtain

(3.7) 2hk 23 PtLp ̂  hk 23 [<p% + 2hk 23 a^jfa + hk^, a[<j>%
D D D D

since

tp i=«i

hk 23 [aP~tPz]~t = k 23 apiPx        = 0.
D «—2* x— 0

Now,

hk 23 [<£i]i = A 23 [P'tinh, t0) — <t>i(nh, k)]
b n=i

= IklllVi. - Nlo.o-
Summing by parts, we obtain

1 (0

hk 23 &[pt]i = h 23 k 23 d(x, s)[d,x]i
b x—h      »—ik

i 2 2

= h 23 [</>*(*, <o)5(ac, /0) — 0i(x, £)5(z, 2/%)]

(3.9) *"*
1        (0 2

— aa 23 23 s<(*, *)#*(*, *)

ii£ Mi||<fe||o,(0 — M2||0i||o,t — fihk ̂  23    Px-
b-mt0)

It follows now from (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9) that

ll    ll2 ll    ll2 ll    ll2 ll    ll2
||0<||o,<„ + pi||0x||o,io = H^iMo.* + HI'Mk*

+ 2hk 23 PtLd> + V-hk    23   Pi
(3.10) d D-iecio)

+ 2uhk 23 | Pt |  | Pt | •
D

Since

to

2hk 23 1 Px\ \pi\  ^ k ^ {\\px\\o,,k + \\pl\\o..k}
D t-ik

and
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2kk £ <biL<j> ^ k f; {Ml* + \\l4'*.*}
D «-2A

we obtain, for all k satisfying

(1 + u)k ^ 1/2,        uk^ui- 1/2,

MIm + ||**||o.« g 2 max (1, u2)E(<t>) + 2k £ *||L*||!0.,i

(3-U) - 2

+ 2(1 +Mi)* £ {Wo..* + ||*l||o..t}.
s=2t

Let

ll    ll2        ll    ll2
u(l) = \\<Pl\\o.t + ||**||o,«,

pit) = 2 max (1, U2)Ei4>) + 2k £ *||L*||o.8*,
«=2*

C = 2(1 + Mi).

Then (3.11) becomes
(-*

u(t) ^ p(<) + ck £ "W-
•-2*

Applying Lemma 1, we obtain

IMIm + II**IIm ^ (co/2)[p(*) + £ £ *IM|o..*]

where

Co = 4 max (1, u2) exp [2(1 + mi)Oo — 2*)].

Since

IMIm ^ II*j||!.i
we obtain

iMii.(^corp(*)+*i:*iiz*iio..*l.
L ,_2* J

This completes the proof of the theorem.

It is readily verified that an analogous energy inequality holds for a cor-

responding difference approximation to the hyperbolic equation

d2u        ' d2u
— - 2L aiixh ■ ■ ■ , x„ t) — = 0
dt2        i-i dXf

in v dimensions.
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As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1, we conclude that the implicit

difference operator L is stable (in the mean square norm) in the sense of [2; 6;

7]. Note that in the proof of Theorem 1 no relation between the mesh widths h

and k was assumed. This means that the difference operator L is stable for

all values of the mesh ratio \ = kh~l.

Another immediate consequence of Theorem 1 is the following approxima-

tion theorem [2; 6; 7].

Theorem 2. Let u(x, t) be a solution of the hyperbolic equation Mu = F(x, t)

in fi which satisfies the initial and boundary conditions

u(x, 0) = /(*),       du/dl(x, 0) = g(x),       u(0, t) = hi(t),       u(l, t) = hi(t).

Suppose that d2u/dt2 and d2u/dx2 are uniformly continuous in fi. Given e>0,

there exists a pair of integers N and M and a lattice D such that

max | « — d> I   < e,
D

where <p is that unique solution of Lp = F(x, t) in D such that d> = u on dDP\B

and p(x, k) =f(x)+kg(x).

If we add to the assumptions of Theorem 2 the requirement that d*u/dx*

and d4w/674 are uniformly bounded in fi then it follows that

max | m - d>\   = 0(k + h2).
D

Theorems 1 and 2 can be extended to quasi-linear hyperbolic equations

of the form

d2u d2u / du   du\
(3.12) Mu = --a(x,t)--F(x,t,u,-,-yO

which are approximated by the difference equation

(3.13) Ld> = d>ii — a(x, t)d>xi — F(x, t, <j>(x, t), fc(x, i), d>j(x, t)) = 0

where
1 1

Piix, t) = — 4>x(x, t) + — d>x(x, t).

We assume that F(x, t, £i, £2, £3) is a continuous function with uniformly

bounded partial derivatives with respect to its last three arguments.

If G(x, t) = F(x, t, 0, 0, 0), then the energy inequality for the difference

equation (3.13) becomes

(3.14) ||*|1?.* g co\E(P) + k 23 *l|G||o,.*l ,
L «_2* J

where the constant c0 now depends on upper bounds for the derivatives
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\dF/db\,        (i = 1, 2, 3).

To prove (3.14) we first consider the case when P is of the form

(3.15) Fix, t, iu fe, fe) = Gix, t) + £ aiix, flfe
t-i

and the functions a,-(x, t) are uniformly bounded on Q. Replace Lcp in the en-

ergy inequality by F. Estimating *||p||o,i from (3.15) and applying Lemma 1,

we obtain (3.14) in this special case. In the general case, we use the integral

form of the mean value theorem to write (3.13) as a linear equation, i.e., since

Fix, I, fe, fe, fe)
(3.16) *        r'dF

= Gix, t) + £ fe       — ix, t, Xfe, Xfe, Xfe)dX.
,-_i     J o   ofe

L can be thought of as a linear operator and (3.14) follows from the special

case since the partial derivatives | dP/dfe|, (*= 1, 2, 3) are uniformly bounded.

We now show that the energy inequality implies that the difference equa-

tion (3.13) has a unique solution for all sufficiently small k when <j> is pre-

scribed on dDi3). Consider first the case when F has the form (3.15). It is

readily verified that the difference equation (3.13) is equivalent to a system

of (M— 2)iN— 2) linear algebraic equations in (M—2)(iV—2) unknowns. If

G = 0 and <j> = 0 on dD, then these equations are homogeneous. It follows from

(3.14) that this homogeneous system has only the trivial solution <p = 0 in D.

Hence, its determinant is nonzero. This proves that (3.13) has a unique solu-

tion when F is of the form (3.15).

Now, consider the case when F is nonlinear. If <p is any function defined

on D, its values in D can be thought of as a vector in a Euclidean

(M— 2)iN— 2)-dimensional vector space V. The norm ||(p|| of <p considered

as a (M-2)(Ar-2)-vector will be

IMI = hk £ *2.
D

Write F in the form (3.16), and consider the resulting linear equation as de-

fining a continuous mapping of the Euclidean space V into itself. This map-

ping is well defined by the result of the previous paragraph. The energy in-

equality shows that the disk in V with center at the origin and radius

(      T i0 2   I 1/2

j/oCo|£(*) + *£*||G||0lrtJ-

gets mapped by this transformation into itself. It follows from Brouwer's

theorem that this mapping has a fixed point. This fixed point is the desired

(3) We may assume that <j> vanishes on dlD and d*D since this situation can be brought

about by the transformation \j/ = <j> — (1— x)<t>(l, t)—x<t>(fl, I).
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solution. The uniqueness of this solution follows immediately from (3.14).

When F is nonlinear, the solution of (3.13) usually is obtained by an itera-

tion procedure. However, it is possible to modify the operator L in such a

way that it can be solved simply by inverting the M—2 tridiagonal matrices

associated with the difference operator L. Let us approximate the expression

Mu by the expression

(3.17)    Lp(x, t) = Ld>(x, t) - F(x, I, <p(x, t - k), <px(x, t - k), Pi(x, t - k)),

where Lp is given by (2.4). It is readily verified that any solution <p of Lp = 0

satisfies the energy inequality (3.14). Since the nonlinear part of F is evalu-

ated at t — k rather than at t, the solution of Lqb = 0 is obtained at each time

step by inverting the M—2 tri-diagonal matrices associated with L.

Note that the difference operators L and L are consistent with the hyper-

bolic operator M in the sense of (2.5). This is necessary in order that L and

L lead to convergent difference approximations to Mu = 0.

4. Stability of a nonlinear equation. Although the hyperbolic operator

M introduced in the previous section is nonlinear, the restrictions on the

partial derivatives of F are quite severe. Consider the nonlinear equation

(4.1) Mu(x, t) = F(x, t, u(x, l)).

Yet us assume that F satisfies a limitation of the form

(4.2) | F(x, t, u) |   ^ G(x, t) + 61 u \\

where d and S are non-negative constants.

We approximate equation (4.1) by the difference equation

(4.3) Ld>(x, t) = F(x, I, 4>(x, t - k)).

Note that the nonlinear part of (4.3) has a retarded argument in t. Our proof

that (4.3) is stable requires that this argument be retarded.

Before proving the stability of (4.3), we give a generalization of Lemma 1.

Lemma 3. Let 0)(t) be a nonnegative function defined on the discrete set

A= [2k, 3k, ■ ■ • , Mk}, (k>0). If ci, c^O and

t-k

(4.4) w(t) g Cl + dk 23 kj)]a
s=2*

where 5>0 and cs1~1(o-l)ci(M-2)k<l, then

(4.5) w(0 g ci[l - ci_1(S - l)d(t - 2£)]w-s>.

Proof. Consider the ordinary differential equation

(4.6) p'(l) = a[p(t)]>
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with the initial condition f(2k)=Ci. By Taylor's theorem, there exists a t,

0 <t < 1 such that

tit + k)- m = wit) + (vnwit - rk)

= kf'(t) + (k2/2)c\o[f(t - rk)f~\

Hence, over any interval in which f is non-negative, we have

fit + k)- fit) £ kf'it).

It is readily verified that f is given by the right side of (4.5).
Consequently,

fit) - fi2k) - £ [fis + k)- fis)] ^ k £ f'is)
—2k 1-2*

= kc2 £ [f(s)]>.
—2k

Therefore,

(4.7) fit) ^ a + c2k £ [fis)]'.
•=2*

It suffices to prove that fit) ^co(t). In the contrary case, there exists a value

of t>2k, say t = h, such that o)(h)>f(ti) and u(t)^f(t) ior 2k^t<h. From
(4.4) and (4.7), we obtain

0 > fih) - coih) £ C2k £ {[fis)]' - [u(s)]'}.
—2k

This is impossible since [^(s)]5sS ["(*)]* in the range 2k^s^ti — k. This com-

pletes the proof of the lemma.

Theorem 3. Let <f>(x, t) satisfy the equation (4.3) in D and let <j> vanish on

dW and d2D. Suppose that

(4.8) IcoIe(<p) + *£ *||G||oU]}    \s - l)2cod2(l0 - 2k) < 1,

where c0 is the constant of Theorem 1. Then for all sufficiently small k,

||«||m ^ P[l - PS_1(5 - l)202co(* - 2£)]1«1-»

where

K = co\E(<t>) + k £ *\\G\\l,.k~\.
L —2k J

Proof. It follows from Theorem 1 that
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NIm ^ Co\E(<p)+k £*||p||o,.J-
L —2k J

By (4.2)

*||P||L*^2*|!c7|!'.,* + 2e2*||*||o..*-t.

Hence,

ht,^K + 2c/tt,u\Zk.
-2k

The theorem now follows from Lemma 3.

Note that if 0<5< 1, then the condition (4.8) is automatically satisfied.

5. Approximation by ordinary differential equations. Denote by Dh the

strip region consisting of the coordinate lines x = nh, n = 0, 1, • • • , N; Nh = l.

Let Dh = Sir\Dh. Put diDh = Bir\Dh, (* = 0, 1, 2), and dDh = Dh-Dh.

As an approximation to the hyperbolic operator M, we take the semi-

discrete operator Mn defined as follows:

d2<j>
(5.1) Mh<p(x, t) = —- (x, t) — a(x, t)<pxi(x, t).

dt2

The equation Mh<p = 0 in Dh is equivalent to a system of N—l second order

ordinary differential equations. Clearly Mh is consistent with the hyperbolic

operator M.

By modifying slightly the arguments of §2, we obtain the following energy

inequality for M„-

Theorem 4. Let <p(x, t) be defined on Dh and let Mh<p be defined. Ifcp vanishes

on dxDh and d2Dn, then there exists a constant Co depending only on p.i (i = 0, 1, 2)

and to such that

IMIm ̂  Co[A(d>) + j   *||M^||o,^rl

where

A(<P) = h £ \  — (nh, 0)     + | <bx(nh, 0) |4
n-l  1   dt I

and

IMlJ.« = lkllM + WM+ -   •
Ol      0,(

Our main interest in semi-discrete approximations is due to the fact that

in many interesting cases an explicit error estimate can be obtained. The es-
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sential features of this error estimate can be given most simply by restricting

ourselves to the system

LhP = 0 in Dh,

4>(x, 0) = f(x),

dd>
— (x, 0) = g(x),(5.3) ar ' '    sw'

*(o, o = Pii, t) = o.

Lemma 4. Let f(x)EC* and g(x)EC3 on O^x^l. Let a(x, t)EC3 on fi.

If p satisfies (5.2) and (5.3), then there exists a constant C3 depending only on

Pi (i = 0, 1,2), to and the above mentioned derivatives of f(x), g(x) anda(x, t) such

that

(5.4) *||*»«||m ^ Cz.

Proof. We have from Theorem 3 that

(5.5) ||0||!.f g CoA(p).

Let p=dd>/dt. Then p is a solution of the system

d^ 1   dp da
(5.6) -apxx =-— — >

dt2 a   dt  dt

P(x, 0) = g(x),

(5.7) ~(x,0) = a(x,0)fxi(x),
dt

P(0, t) = P(l, t) = 0.

Applying the energy inequality to the system (5.6), (5.7), we obtain

A(P) +   f   o-   \\ — \\    dr\

where

l.u.b. I 1   da I

fi    I a   dt I

It follows from (5.8) that

\\P\\\, ^ coA(df)e^.

Repeating this procedure, we conclude that ||33<£/d23||li( is uniformly bounded

by a constant which is computable from /, g, a and their derivatives. Using

this result and equation (5.2) we obtain the existence of a constant C3 satisfy-

ing (5.4).
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Theorem 5. Let u(x, t) be a solution of the system: Mu = 0 in fi and u(x, 0)

=f(x), du(x, 0)/dt = g(x), u(0, t)=u(l, t)=0. Let the assumptions of Lemma 4

hold. Suppose that p(p)(x, t) is the corresponding solution of (5.2), (5.3) over

the region Dhr, where hp = 2~p. Then

| ,, ,1    ^   (Coto)ll2lliCz   ,2
max   u — 4><-p>    ^-hp+i.
d. 2

Proof. Set Dp = Dhr. Set w = p^p) — d>ip+1). Since difference quotients of

p(p) involve translations which are integer multiples of hp, we indicate this

by writing p^v, pxliP etc. With this notational convention the expression

Pxiiv  makes sense if s2:0. Now,

fe ca d2w \JP+1)      a. (p+1)l
(5.9) —- — awXXlP = aupxi,p — <pXXtP+i\.

dt2

We have the identity

(=; im a(p+1)    a(p+1> - hp+l w,(p+1)
W ■ If; <Pxi,P    —  <Pxx,p+l   —   —- 9x«M,p+l.

4

Substituting (5.10) into (5.9) yields

..... d2w hl+i   (p+d
(5.11) —- — awxx.p = a —— 4>XXXXiP+i.

dt1 4

Applying the energy inequality to (5.11), we obtain

4

||w||l,«gC0   I       —— P2*||*xrfx,jH-l||o.^T.
Jo     16

It follows from Lemma 4 that

2   4

|        ■ 2 I       Cj>) ,Cp+l)|2    .   Co/oP2«j,+ l
I w \p = max \ d>     — d>        |  s-•

Dp 16

By the triangle inequality, we get

•+p-i

| 0C> _ 0Cp+D |, £    £    | 0«> - 0«+D |y
i—p

(CotoY11 'i^1   2
(5.12) ^—-—p2c3 23 k>+i

4 y_p

(Co<o)1/2P2C3       2

^ -~- "P+1-
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It can be shown that

lim (p(p) = u.
p-.ee

Hence, letting s—>» in (5.12), we obtain the explicit error estimate

|       ,   . I        ,     (Coto)V2U2C3      2
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